Lovely Layer Lady: Yenni Natalia
Penny Black Products Used: 51-334 Butterfly Border,
51-325 Leaf Edger, 51-333 Awesome, 51-330 Beautiful
Blossom, 51-207 Layered Flower
Additional Products: Brown cardstock, watercolor paper, Echo
Park yellow pattern paper, used cardboard, clear sequins, 3D foam tape,
white acrylic paint, Tim Holtz distress inkpads (Twisted Citron, Peeled
Paint, Mustard Seed, Dried Marigold, Carved Pumpkin, Fossilized
Amber), white glue, Nuvo (Dandelion Yellow), cheese cloth, green
rhinestone

Instructions:
Prepare the following die cuts with watercolour paper and colour them (as indicated) using distress
inkpads and set aside to dry:
 1 x Leaf Edger: Twisted Citron and Peeled Paint
 2 x Leaf from Beautiful blossom: Twisted Citron and Peeled Paint
 4 x Small branch from Beautiful Blossom: Mustard Seed
 3 x Flower solid part from Beautiful Blossom: Dried Marigold and Carved Pumpkin
 3 x Layered Flower (Large): Mustard Seed and Fossilized Amber
 3 x Flower shape from Beautiful Blossom: Nil
 3 x Small flower from Layered Flower: Nil
 2 x Butterfly from Butterfly Border: Nil
Create a top fold card base of 6” x 4.75” using white cardstock. Lightly paint a 5.85” x 4.6” yellow pattern
paper using white acrylic paint to soften the color and layer onto the card.
Loosely tear a cardboard of approximately 5.5” x 4”, randomly paint with white acrylic paint and layer
onto the card. Follow with a layer of 5.5” x 3.5” cheesecloth over the cardboard.
Arrange and adhere the die cuts onto the card (as seen in photo), leaving ample space on the bottom
right of the card for the sentiment. Add a green rhinestone onto the center of each flower.
Cut 2 “You are Awesome” sentiments (Awesome dies) with watercolor paper and brown cardstock.
Adhere them together with slight overlap and adhere this to the bottom right of the card.
Finish with clear sequins around the die cuts and Nuvo on the butterflies.

